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Boost Your Branding
For Better Sales
With customized products from
Restaurantware, you can differentiate
your business and create an experience
that your customers will remember and
share with others. We have a selection
of products that can be designed with
your custom elements, so you can
communicate your business’s values and
build brand loyalty with every interaction.
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The Benefits of Customizing Your Products

BOOSTINSALES
Increasing your revenue has never
been easier. By branding your food
packaging, your business benefits
from more exposure around your
community, which makes your
brand memorable and leads to
higher sales.

INCREASESOCIAL
MEDIAVISIBILITY
When customers post pictures of
your mouthwatering meals onto
their social media feeds, they
can reach hundreds of potential
customers. Don’t miss out on
a great branding opportunity,
customize your food packaging!

STANDOUTFROM
THECOMPETITON
Customizing your packaging
sets you apart from your
competitors. Get ahead of
your competition, and make
a statement with uniquely
branded products.

IMPROVESCUSTOMER
LOYALTY
Did you know that customers
are more loyal to brands they
easily recognize? Be sure to
brand your business with
products that make your logo
effortlessly identifiable.

CREATESBRAND
AWARENESS
The secret to successful marketing?
A strong brand identity. Placing
your logo on cups, stickers, deli
wraps, and delivery boxes creates
a consistent brand experience that
can easily spread your outreach.

ATTRACTNEW
AUDIENCES
These days, millennials are all
about personalization. Adding
logos or slogans onto your food
packaging gives your brand a
unique touch customers can’t
resist!
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What Will My Customized Product Look Like?
1
SCHEDULE A DESIGN CONSULTATION
Contact us to speak with one of our customization specialists. They will explain which areas
on your desired product can be customized and the many customization options available.

2
DO YOU HAVE A LOGO OR DESIGN CREATED?
YES

NO

Send Us Your Artwork. Send us your specific logo or
design in one of our many accepted file types: EPS, AI, JPG,
PNG, or PDF at 300 dpi.

Meet With Our Designers. Our in-house design team will
work with you to help bring your ideas to life.

3

WE’LL CREATE YOUR DIGITAL SAMPLE
Once we have all of your information, our in-house design team will generate
a high-resolution digital sample of your customized product.

4
CHECK YOUR INBOX
We will email you a digital sample of your customized product
for your review in just 2 to 7 days!

5
ARE YOU HAPPY WITH YOUR DIGITAL SAMPLE?
YES

NO

You’re good to go! We will finalize your artwork and
prepare it for production.

Send us your feedback! We offer unlimited revisions and
will work with you until you are completely satisfied.

- Keep in mind that detailed or very extensive images might need readjustments, such as reducing, simplifying, or minimizing to fit the product.
Our design specialists can also recommend which product will best fit your logo.
- Wood and bamboo products will most likely require an adjusted logo.
- We are unable to provide physical customized samples.
- We are always available through phone, email, or live chat.
1-800-851-9273

custom@restaurantware.com

www.restaurantware.com

INSULATED CUPS
Say Bye To Sleeves

Ripple Wall
Built-in insulation

keeps beverages hotter for longer

Meet the coffee cups that
keep drinks hot while making
sure hands stay cool.
From morning fuel to afternoon pick-me-ups,
your coffee travels to a lot of places. Imagine if
your business could travel to all of those places
too. Use coffee cups with personalized colors
or logos to instantly boost your brand’s visibility
and attract more customers.

JUST BREW IT

☑ Keeps drinks hotter for longer
☑ No need for coffee cup sleeves
☑ Reinforced seams prevent leaks
☑ Recyclable for an eco-friendly alternative

16 oz

4 oz

12 oz

8 oz

recycle
me
These cups feature a “recycle me”
message on the bottom of each cup
as a friendly reminder to recycle.

DOUBLE WALL

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Double & Ripple Wall Cups

16 oz

4 oz

custom@restaurantware.com

12 oz

8 oz

Available sizes

4 oz, 8 oz, 12 oz,
16 oz, 20 oz

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

40 cases |
20,000 pieces

Type of printing

Flexo

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks
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Coffee cups
We Like Coffee How We Like Branding: Strong
Leakproof lid

DON’T GET BURNED

locks in hot drinks

48% of consumers say their first
purchase or interaction is the best
time to earn their loyalty.

#COFFEETIME
Customers love sharing photos of their coffee!

@restaurantware
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Coffee Stirrers & Cup Carriers
Wake Up & Raise
Brand Awareness

Is there a better feeling than having
your first sip of coffee? Spark that much
joy in your consumers with customized
coffee accessories.

Energize Your Look

ROUNDED HANDLE

Combining your brand with a great cup of coffee
is the perfect blend. Personalize your coffee
cup sleeves with your business’s colors or logo
to provide customers with a comfortable yet
customizable grip. To keep your customers’
interest brewing, add on customized coffee stirrers
to mix up a fresh look for your drink orders.

provides an easy grip
for stirring

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Cup Carriers

custom@restaurantware.com

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Coffee Stirrers

Available sizes

2 cup, 4 cup

Available sizes

6"

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

500 cases |
50,000 pieces

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

10 cases |
10,000 pieces

Type of printing

Flexo or
offset

Type of printing

Laser or silk
screen

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Single or multicolored printing

Single color

Digital samples
available

Yes

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks

Lead time

12-14 weeks
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single wall cups & sleeves
Wear Your Logo On Your Sleeve
SINGLE WALL RECYCLABLE PAPER
creates an eco-friendly way to serve
hot or cold beverages

CORRUGATED INTERIOR
provides a secure fit

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

CUSTOMIZABLE DESIGN
allows you to add any logo, pattern,
or color to make orders stand out

Single Wall Cups

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Sleeves
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Available sizes

Fits 12-20 oz
cups

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

40 cases |
40,000 pieces

Type of printing

Flexo

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks

Available sizes

4 oz, 8 oz, 12 oz,
16 oz, 20 oz

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

40 cases |
40,000 pieces

Type of printing

Flexo

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks

Steps of the customization process
CONTACT US

Reach out to our customization specialists
custom@restaurantware.com

SEND YOUR ARTWORK
Submit your desired images,
phrases, and/or colors

WORK WITH OUR TEAM

Our in-house design team will work with you
to create your customized images

RECEIVE A DIGITAL SAMPLE
Once your image is created, you will
receive a complimentary digital sample

APPROVE YOUR DESIGN
Guarantee your image is exactly
what you’re looking for

LET’S GET PRINTING
Our design experts begin printing your
customized products

QUALITY CHECK AT EVERY STEP
Our specialists ensure your products
match what you’re looking for

PRODUCTS ARE READY
You’re one step closer to
receiving your products

ON THEIR WAY

You will be notified once your
products are shipped

STORE YOUR SUPPLY

We offer inventory monitoring to
alert you when supply is running low

EASILY REORDER
CLICK TO
ORDER MORE

Let us know when you’re ready to restock
and place another order
11

Baking Cups
Bake Your Brand From Scratch

HEAVYWEIGHT PAPER
expertly retains its shape

GREASE-RESISTANT LINING
prevents unsightly oily smudges

Batter Up!
A customized design adds authenticity and personality to
your brand, making it easier for you to connect with potential
customers. Serving your one-of-a-kind desserts inside one-of-akind baking cups, made from heavyweight paper with a greaseresistant lining, makes it easier to impress your customers and
generate repeat business.

BAKING MADE EASY:

☑ Easy to fill, bake, & decorate
☑ Gives desserts a professional look
☑ Oven-safe up to 425°F

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Baking Cups
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Available sizes

0.4 oz, 1 oz,
1.2 oz, 1.4 oz, 1.6
oz, 2 oz, 3.5 oz,
4 oz, 5 oz

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

250 cases |
50,000 pieces

Type of printing

Flexo

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks

Bakery Bags
You’ve Got This In The Bag

FOOD-SAFE DYES
add a pop of color
BIODEGRADABLE PAPER
contains food without messes

Life Just Got A Little Sweeter

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Creating a strong brand identity starts at the products your
guests interact with every time they visit your business. When
getting consistent with your branding, consider customizing the
packaging your snacks and sweets are served in. Because if you
can bag it, why not brand it?

Available sizes

7" x 5"

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

500 cases |
50,000 pieces

Type of printing

Flexo

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks

MAKE A STATEMENT
The visual appeal of food plays a huge
role in a customer’s purchasing decision.
The more enticing your desserts look, the
quicker you’ll sell out of them.

custom@restaurantware.com
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Scoop Up More Sales
KRAFT PAPER
holds all kinds of
hot & cold foods

REINFORCED SEAMS
lock in foods to prevent leaks

Get The Inside Scoop
Customizing your cups is like the cherry on top of your
desserts. We make it easy to add your logo or slogan onto
our Coppetta Collection. Perfect for establishments looking to
switch to eco-friendly products, kraft paper is recyclable and
ideal for printing colorful designs. Safe for both hot and cold
foods, the serving possibilities are endless in these cups.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
BEAT BRANDING
BRAIN FREEZE
Our Coppetta Collection has endless
customization options to add the
finishing touch to your sweet treats.
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Available sizes

3 oz, 4 oz, 5 oz,
8 oz, 12 oz

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

125 cases |
25,000 pieces

Type of printing

Flexo

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks

REINFORCED SEAMS
lock in foods to prevent leaks

Keep Meals Soup-er Warm

Say hello to eco-friendly containers
that ensure your soups stay warmer for longer.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Available sizes

8 oz, 12 oz, 16
oz, 26 oz, 32 oz

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

125 cases |
25,000 pieces

Type of printing

Flexo

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks

TIGHT-FITTING LID
eliminates spills on the go

Not Your Average Salad Bowl

HEAT UP YOUR SALES

By 2025, the soup industry in the U.S. will
reach $7.7 billion. Let's make sure your
business is a part of that success.

Going green is easier than ever with these
eco-friendly salad bowls.

GREASEPROOF LINING
locks in oils and dressings

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

KRAFT PAPER
holds hefty portions of food
custom@restaurantware.com

Available sizes

25 oz, 44 oz

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

125 cases |
25,000 pieces

Type of printing

Flexo

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks
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Think Outside The Box

GREASEPROOF LINING
locks in sauces to prevent leaks

Life Is Like A Box Of Branding...
You never know what you’re going to get! Our Bio Boxes
are filled with endless branding opportunities.
Who said foodservice packaging has to be boring? Get
creative and customize your take out containers with
colors and designs that shows off your business like never
before. Your menu already stands out from the crowd, so
let’s make sure your packaging does too.
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TAB LOCK CLOSURE
securely contains meals to avoid messes

A BOX OF POSSIBILTIES

☑ Eco-friendly alternative to styrofoam products
☑ Engineered to lock in foods without leaks
☑ Provides an easy carryout option for guests

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Available sizes

8 oz, 16 oz,
26 oz, 30 oz,
32 oz, 45 oz,
49 oz, 71 oz,
98 oz

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

125 cases |
25,000 pieces

Type of printing

Offset

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks

A Box With A View

Feast your eyes on the box that gives customers
a preview of packaged meals.

GREASEPROOF
LINING
locks in oily food to
prevent messes

CLEAR DISPLAY
WINDOW
shows off
your fare

custom@restaurantware.com
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Salads

Pastries
Sandwiches

Show It Off
Tired of food packaging that doesn’t live up to the hype? Our
Cafe Vision boxes have a built-in display window to showcase
fare and prove how fresh and delicious your meals actually
are. Their greaseproof lining prevents oily stains to keep your
packaged food presentations perfectly pristine!

PICTURE THIS

☑ Showcase your on-the-go meals
☑ Easily package take out orders
☑ Stand out from the competition

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

DON’T GET BOXED IN

Did you know that color increases brand
recognition by up to 80%? Creating a
logo full of unique colors is more likely to
stay fresh in a consumer’s mind.
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Available sizes

11 oz, 12 oz,
13 oz, 17 oz,
21 oz, 26 oz,
27 oz, 28 oz,
34 oz, 35 oz,
40 oz, 41 oz,
42 oz, 57 oz,
71 oz

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

125 cases |
25,000 pieces

Type of printing

Flexo or offset

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks

Burger boxes
Want To Hear Something Juicy?
We like our branding well done...

Make Your Business Sizzle
Ready to get your food presentation sizzling? Then it’s time to upgrade
your sandwich and burger packaging. Whether you’re packing up
sliders or quarter pounders, you need burger boxes that won’t let
you down. These are crafted from sturdy paper to support even the
heftiest of burgers while offering an eco-friendly way to clean up after
use. Plus, their tab lock closure keeps individual portions securely
contained. Add unique images or your logo to grill the competition.

TAB LOCK CLOSURE
keeps burgers secure

STURDY PAPER
easily supports hefty foods

custom@restaurantware.com

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Available sizes

2.5” x 2.5” x 2”,
2.8” x 2.8” x 2”,
4” x 4” x 3.8”

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

500 cases |
50,000 pieces

Type of printing

Flexo or offset

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks
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Tic Tac Boxes
It’s A Magnetic Attraction

Introducing magnetic boxes that provide a solution for
every packaging need.

FLIP TOP LID
opens to showcase
the items inside

MAGNETIC LOCK
provides secure
storage

A Box Of Tricks
Do you want your packaging to be truly unforgettable? Then you
need to think outside the box with the way you package your
merchandise. The Tic Tac Collection is outfitted with built-in
magnetic closures to add an unexpected touch of luxury to every
packaged product. And the look on your clients’ faces when they
open the dramatic flip-top lids? Priceless.

CHECK YOUR X’S AND O’S

☑ Minimalist aesthetic fits any occasion
☑ Creates impressive and memorable packaging
☑ Boosts perceived value of your items
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Available sizes

5” x 4” x 2.4”,
7” x 4” x 2.8”,
9” x 6” x 3.5”,
10.5” x 8” x 4”,
12” x 10” x 5”

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

500 cases |
5,000 pieces

Type of printing

Offset

Single or multicolored printing

Single-colored,
multi-colored,
or gold
stamping

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks

Deli Wraps
Unwrap Your Potential

Your logo, on everyone’s favorite wrap

GREASEPROOF PAPER
locks in oils and
sauces

PRE-SIZED DESIGN
for faster food prep

The demand for grab and go items is taking over
the foodservice industry. Your food already sets
you apart from the competition, why shouldn’t your
packaging? Creating a buzz about your business is
as simple as placing your logo on your sandwiches,
burgers, wraps, and fries.

Sandwiches Just Got Stylish
Serving your guests mouthwatering meals wrapped up in your logo?
Now that’s a lunch combination we can’t resist.

AND THAT’S A WRAP

☑ Upgrades your food presentation
☑ Adds a memorable touch to meals
☑ Quick way to differentiate your business

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

custom@restaurantware.com

Available sizes

12" x 12"

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

200 cases |
100,000 pieces

Type of printing

Flexo

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks
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Labels & Tamper-Evident Stickers
Put A Label On It
We make it easy to customize stickers with
your branding, while you make it easy for
customers to find their favorite meals.

TAMPER-EVIDENT SEAL
identifies when packaging has been
previously opened

PEEL BACK THE BENEFITS

☑ Seal all types of packaging with ease
☑ Label food for easy identification
☑ Bulk supply means you won’t run out

CUSTOMIZABLE DESIGN
allows you to easily create your
desired image
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Available sizes

Customizable

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

500 cases |
50,000 pieces

Type of printing

Flexo

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks

TAKE OUT BAGS
Take Eco-Friendly To Go

KRAFT PAPER
reduces your carbon footprint

REINFORCED HANDLES
provide a comfortable grip

Take Hold
Ditch the plastic bags and get your hands on eco-friendly take out bags made
from sustainable resources. The best kind of bags are made from natural kraft
paper that is 100% recyclable so you can feel good about enjoying food on the
go. Not only are paper bags more eco-friendly than plastic bags, but they’re also
more durable and can hold heavy products without ripping or tearing.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

17.3”
12.0”
8.3”

5.9”

custom@restaurantware.com

10.0”

15.9”

Available sizes

5.9” x 3.2” x 8.3”,
10” x 6.8” x 12”,
15.9” x 9.8” x 17.3”

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

1,000 cases |
100,000 pieces

Type of printing

Flexo

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks
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luxury shopping bags
It’s All In The Bag

CARRY IT ALL
A traveling logo makes a memorable impression
on potential customers and brings them one step
closer to purchasing your items.

A Bag Of Possibilities
You might ask, “Why should I brand my bags if my business is
already successful?” The fact of the matter is, a professionally
made logo represents your values, such as your concern for the
environment or customer satisfaction. This will make it easier for
like-minded people to find your business.

IT’S IN THE BAG

☑ Quickly pack up merchandise
☑ Enhace your customer’s shopping experience
☑ Show off your brand’s services
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Available sizes

5” x 3” x 5.5”,
6.5” x 3.2” x 7.5”,
8” x 4” x 10”,
9.5” x 4” x 14”,
12.5” x 5” x 10”,

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

500 cases |
5,000 pieces

Type of printing

Flexo

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks

drink pouches
Think Outside The Bottle
Take “to go” to the next level with the drink
pouch that is unlike any other.

FINGER HOLES
provide an easy way to
carry drinks

RESEALABLE ZIPPER
prevents leaks

Sip & Zip

DOUBLE ZIPPER
closure

When it comes to these drink pouches, there’s a lot more than meets
the eye. Their unmistakable design makes it simple to take beverages
on the go, and it has some hidden perks built in too. Engineered for
convenience, the four built-in holes are perfectly sized for holding
drinking straws or carrying the pouch to make it easy for your
customers to enjoy drinks. The pouch’s resealable zipper locks in
liquids to prevent spills and its heat-sealable closure guarantees a
tamper-evident packaging solution.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
SINGLE ZIPPER
closure

custom@restaurantware.com

Available sizes

16.5 oz

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

420 cases |
42,000 pieces

Type of printing

Silk screen

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks
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Juice Bottles
When Life Gives
You Lemons...

BPA-FREE PLASTIC
is 100% recyclable

You make lemonade and sell it
in bottles customized with your
branding.

DURABLE DESIGN
tamper-evident seal
locks in juices

Branding In A Bottle
Sip, sip, hooray to you + your juices! Refresh your branding
with BPA-free and tamper-evident juice bottles.
If you want to start your morning off right, reach for a
cold-pressed juice. If you want to start your branding off
right, reach for customized juice bottles. Whether your
customer is getting their Monday morning pick-me-up or
their midday nutrient-rich fix, having your business become
a memorable step in their everyday routine will lead to
increased sales.

CONCENTRATE ON THE FACTS
23% of Americans say that they drink juice
products at least once per day.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Available sizes

8 oz, 12 oz,
16 oz

Available
customization

Printed sticker
label or printing
on bottle

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

50 cases |
5,000 pieces

Type of printing

Silk screen

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks

Paper straws
No One Likes Soggy Straws
Finally, paper straws that won’t fall apart
after the first sip.

HEAVYWEIGHT PAPER
is fully biodegradable

NATURAL RICE ADHESIVE
stays sturdier for longer

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
SIP ON THIS
Add colorful paper straws to any drink to
instantly enhance how it looks.

If your paper straws are getting soggy within
minutes, then you’re not using the right paper
straws. We researched how to make the perfect
paper straw and found the answer was taking
heavyweight paper and sealing it with natural rice
adhesive so it holds its shape for longer. To add
the eye-catching details, we only use vivid and
food-safe dyes.

custom@restaurantware.com

Available sizes

5.8", 7.8"

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

500 cases |
50,000 pieces

Type of printing

Flexo

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks

SIP SMARTER

☑ Sturdy paper resists getting soggy
☑ Great alternative to plastic straws
☑ Unique way to promote your brand
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Cheers To Customization
Introducing cups for every occasion.

ROLLED RIM
provides
comfortable
sipping

BPA-FREE PLASTIC
is easily recyclable

We’ll Drink To That
Refresh your beverages with a new take on
branding. Our Visage Collection provides a
clear canvas to add logos, slogans, or other
personalized details. The rolled rim provides
a comfortable drinking experience while the
BPA-free design is free from harmful chemicals.
Just add the coordinating lids and you’ve got
everything you need.

THE ULTIMATE REFRESHMENT

☑ Clear finish highlights your drinks
☑ Recyclable and BPA-free
☑ Adds flair to drinkware
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Available sizes

9 oz, 12 oz, 16
oz, 20 oz

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

100 cases |
100,000 pieces

Type of printing

Offset

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks

Utensils

You’re Invited

When you personalize your cutlery sets, you have a spot at every table.

WOOD FLATWARE SETS
sealed in paper
pouches

WOOD/BAMBOO
FLATWARE SETS
tied with twine

PLASTIC FLATWARE SETS
tied with ribbon

Choose your color

BRING HOME THE BACON
Brand loyalty is worth 10x more than a
single purchase. Customizing the way
guests enjoy meals is a great way to earn
your customers’ trust.

The smallest of details can make the biggest of
impressions. Design your own cutlery sets to
guarantee that your customers have everything
they need to enjoy the perfect meal. Each of
our cutlery sets includes a fork, knife, spoon,
and napkin so that they’ll be ready for whatever
is on the menu.

custom@restaurantware.com

PRODUCT
SPECIFICATIONS

Wood Flatware
Sets: Sealed in
Paper Pouches

Wood/Bamboo
Flatware Sets:
Tied with Twine

Plastic Flatware
Sets: Tied With
Ribbon

Chopsticks

Available sizes

6.5", 6.8"

6.5", 6.8"

7.3" x 2"

9.5”

Available
customization

Printed paper
band

Printed paper
band

Color of
ribbon

Printed paper
band or wrap

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

50 cases |
5,000 sets

50 cases |
5,000 sets

1,000 cases |
100,000 sets

30 cases |
15,000 pairs

Type of printing

Offset

Offset

-

Offset

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Multi-colored

Single color

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks

12-14 weeks

12-14 weeks

12-14 weeks
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napkins
Don’t Nap On Branding

Wake up your customers and design the products of your dreams.

Bring Something
New To The Table
Searching for ways to take your customers’ dining experience to
the next level? Look no further. Napkins can do more than just
clean up messes, serve bite-sized appetizers, and prevent annoying
watermarks on surfaces.
They’re also a great way to individualize every interaction your
customers have with your business. Add your logo, choose
personalized colors, or add unique designs to make it memorable.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Available sizes

Cocktail,
luncheon,
dinner,
kangaroo

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

Varies: 9,000120,000 pieces

Type of printing

Flexo

Single or multicolored printing

Varies: single
and multicolored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks

Cocktail
Napkin

Dinner
Napkin

CUSTOMIZABLE COLOR
AND PATTERN OPTIONS
enhance your tablescapes

UNFOLD YOUR POSSIBILITIES:

☑ Customize the look of table settings
☑ Increase perceived value of take out orders
☑ Intensify overall brand recognition

Towelettes

Refresh & Rejuvenate
With these moist towelettes, patrons can
quickly wipe their hands to feel refreshed
before or after meals. These scented
towelettes are made from nonwoven fabric
that is ultra-absorbent and gentle on skin
to leave hands soft and smooth. Each moist
wipe is individually packaged and available
in five scents: aloe, cucumber, lavender,
tangerine, and peach.

WIPE UP THE COMPETITION
43% of customers spend more money
on brands they are loyal to.

custom@restaurantware.com

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Towelettes

Available sizes

5.4" x 2.6" (8" x
7" unfolded)

Available
customization

Outer
packaging

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

1,000 cases |
100,000 pieces

Type of printing

Intaglio on
package

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks
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skewers & picks
To Brand Or Not To Brand?
Pick wisely.

BITE-SIZED FACT

It takes 5 to 7 impressions for
consumers to remember a brand.
Customizing their first sip or first
bite is a great place to get started!

Yes! You Can Customize That!

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Imagine your logo on every bite. Customize your skewered
creations with an icon because food on a stick is just more fun.

Logo area depends on the
size of the skewer

SMART CHOICE CHECKLIST

Available sizes

2.5", 4", 6", 8",
10"

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

10 cases |
10,000 pieces

Type of printing

Laser or silk
screen

Single or multicolored printing

Single color

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

4-6 weeks

☑ Easier to serve hors d’oeuvres
☑ Upgrades cocktail presentation
☑ Enhances your brand image
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Paper Cones
Gain The Upper Hand
HEAVYWEIGHT PAPER
holds hefty portions of food

GREASE-RESISTANT LINING
prevents oils from
seeping through

Get A Hold Of This
If there’s one thing that makes you better than the competition
it’s this: presentation. Our Cone Tek Collection showcases
fare while making every type of food instantly portable.
Because of the grease-resistant lining and heavyweight paper
construction, oils won’t seep through the paper and your
finger foods will stay securely contained and visually striking.
Not to mention, every customer you serve turns your portable
food into a walking advertisement for your business.

Round Cones
(Length)

5.9”

7.9”

9.5”

custom@restaurantware.com

11.0”

11.5”

15”

CONE PRO TIP
Make any menu item portable and turn
heads to reach more potential customers.
Square Cones

Built-in dipping pocket

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Available sizes

5.9", 7.9", 9.5",
11", 11.5", 15"

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

300 cases |
30,000 pieces

Type of printing

Flexo

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks
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Set Sail For Higher Sales

GREASEPROOF LINING
contains saucy or oily foods

Make a splash and set yourself apart from the competiton with a custom design.

OPEN-TOP DESIGN
provides easy access for serving

A SEA OF POSSIBILITIES:

☑ Stackable for easy space-saving storage
☑ Range of sizes to fit every occasion
☑ Makes your company instantly recognizable

RIDE THE SUSTAINABILITY WAVE
88% of customers are more loyal to companies
that support environmental issues.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Bottom Measurements
(Length x Width)

2.0”L x 0.8”
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3.0”L x 1.9”

3.3”L x 2.0”
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4.2”L x 2.7”

5.4”L x 3.4”

6.6”L x 3.8”

Available sizes

2", 3", 3.3", 4.2",
5.4", 6.6"

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

125 cases |
25,000 pieces

Type of printing

Offset

Single or multicolored printing

Multi-colored

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks
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Bamboo PLATES
Plate Like A Pro

Customize your plates to
impress guests, right out of
the gate.

NATURAL BAMBOO
patterns add a stylish look
ULTRA-STURDY DESIGN
won’t bend or break

Make Sustainable The Solution
Looking to maximize style while minimizing your
carbon footprint? These bamboo plates are the
answer. They’re carefully molded from natural
bamboo leaves, a rapidly renewable resource that’s
both compostable and fully biodegradable. Covered
in the one-of-a-kind pattern of the bamboo plant,
each of these disposable plates is as stylish as it is
sustainable.

STEP UP TO THE PLATE:

☑ Personalize your food presentation
☑ Enhance your brand image
☑ Choose a sustainable solution

custom@restaurantware.com

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Available sizes

2.5", 3.5", 3.6",
4.5", 4.8", 5.5",
6", 7", 7.5", 7.7",
8", 8.5", 9", 9.8",
10.8"

Minimum order
quantity (MOQ)

50 cases |
2,500-10,000
pieces

Type of printing

Laser or silk
screen

Single or multicolored printing

Single color

Digital samples
available

Yes

Lead time

12-14 weeks
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DO YOU WANT MORE CUSTOMERS
TO KNOW ABOUT YOU?

Is Customization
Right For Me?

Customizing the way you package take out orders
allows you to show off your brand on every street corner
and catch the eye of potential customers.

2
DO YOU TAKE PRIDE IN
YOUR PRESENTATION?
Adding a personalized touch to every dish
attracts the attention of guests and creates a
memorable dining experience.

1

DO YOU WANT TO
INCREASE YOUR PROFIT?
Placing your logo in the hands of
customers allows them to develop
an emotional connection with your
business, which builds their trust
and increases sales.

3

DO YOU WANT TO
STAND OUT FROM YOUR
COMPETITION?
Branding conveys your business’ values
and services to prove to customers that
your brand is better than others.

4
5
CUSTOMIZATION IS
RIGHT FOR YOU

Let’s work together to build your
brand’s credibility and get more
customers walking through the door.
Contact us today to get started!

CALL US
1-800-851-9273
EMAIL US

CUSTOM@RESTAURANTWARE.COM

CHAT US

RESTAURANTWARE.COM
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